THE CENTRAL SCHOOL, DUBAI

Class X: How to apply for duplicate certificates and mark sheets?

Answer:
A candidate may obtain duplicate/triplicate certificate/ Grade-sheet cum Certificate of
Performance on submission of the following in the event of loss/theft/mutilation of the original
certificate:i) Submission of an application on prescribed form
ii) Payment of the prescribed fee
iii) Publication of the notification of the loss/theft/mutilation is some leading newspaper of
national level in Hindi or English and submission of full page of said press clipping in original.

Class XII: What are the guidelines for Project Work in History for
classes XI and XII?

Answer:
There will be Project Work of 20 marks in both the classes XI and XII w.e.f. the academic
session 2013-2014. Schools are directed to arrange 10 periods assigned to the Project work
throughout the “1st term” to guide the students for drafting, reviewing, and finalization of the
report.

Class XII: Is it compulsory to appear in theory and practical in the
improvement examination?

Answer:
In case the candidate has passed in practical at the main examination, he/she is allowed to
appear in the theory part only and marks in practical obtained at the main examination are
carried forward and accounted for. In case a candidate has failed in practical he/she shall have
to appear in theory and practical both irrespective of the fact that he/she has already cleared
the theory examination.

Class XII: Does CBSE have any exemption for the differently abled
candidates?

Answer:
Yes, the CBSE provides relaxation for children with various disabilities like Visually Impaired,
Physically Challenged, Autistic, Dyslexic, Spastic and other categories defined in the PWD Act,
1995 with regard to both Secondary School Examination and Senior School Certificate
Examination. These relaxations are mentioned in the Circular No. 25 /2012 dated 12.04.2012.

Class XII: Is it mandatory to pass in Theory and Practical
Examinations separately at class XII?

Answer:
Yes, candidates have to obtain 33% marks in each subject to qualify the subject.. In a subject
involving practical work, a candidate must obtain 33% marks in the theory and 33% marks in
the practical separately in addition to 33% marks in aggregate, in order to qualify in that
subject.

Class XII: Will the mark sheet be same for Improvement of
Performance and main examination in class XII?

Answer:
No, candidates appearing for the Improvement of Performance will be issued only Statement of
Marks, reflecting marks obtained in the improvement examination.

Class XII: Is a candidate eligible to improve his / her performance?

Answer:
Yes, a candidate who has passed Class XII examination of the Board may re-appear for
improvement of performance in one or more subjects in the main examination in the
succeeding year only. The candidate may appear privately; those re-appearing for the entire
examination can also appear as regular candidate if admitted by the school. The candidate(s)
appearing for improvement of performance can appear in the subject(s) in which they have
appeared for the Examination. However a candidate who has passed under vocational scheme
may reappear in the succeeding year or the following year.

lass XII: Can a candidate simultaneously appear for Improvement as
well as Additional subject examination?

Answer:
No, a candidate appearing for Improvement of Performance in one or more subjects cannot
appear for additional subject simultaneously.

Class XII: Can a candidate appear in two or more subjects in
compartment exam in class XII?

Answer:
No, since compartment examination in class XII is a single day examination so a candidate can
appear only in one subject.

Class XII: What is the procedure for appearing in additional subjects?

Answer:
As per Rule No. 43 of the Examination Bye-Laws of the Board an additional subject can be
offered within 6 years of passing the examination of the Board provided the additional subject
is prescribed in the Scheme of Studies. No exemption from time limit is given after six years.
This facility is available at the annual examination only.

Class XII: How many chances are there for the compartment
examination in class XII?

Answer:
There are three chances of compartment examination in class XII i.e., if a candidate appeared
for 2013 examination and placed in compartment then he can appear in July the same year,
Second Chance in March/April and Third Chance in July of next year.
For candidates who have appeared in 2012 or earlier shall continue to avail five chances of
compartment.

Class XII: Who is eligible for a compartment exam?

Answer:
A candidate failing in one of the five subjects of external examination shall be placed in
compartment in that subject provided he/she qualifies in all the subjects of internal
assessment.

Class XII: Can I change subjects in Class XII?

Answer:
No candidate shall be permitted to change his subject of study after passing class XI as the
case may be. The candidate shall not offer a subject in class XII which he has not studied and
passed in class XI.

Class XII: What is the procedure for application of private candidate in
Class XII?

Answer:
(i)

A private candidate must submit to the Regional Officer of the Board within the

prescribed limit an application in the form prescribed together with the prescribed fee for the
examination (vide Annexure II) and three copies of passport size photographs duly signed by
the candidate and countersigned in case of teacher by the authorities mentioned in byelaw
17(ii) (a) or byelaw 18 (ii) and in case of others a member of the Governing Body of the Board
or Head of a School affiliated to the Board.
(ii)

If the application of a private candidate is received after the prescribed date, he shall

pay late fee as prescribed.
(iii) When a private candidate’s application for admission to the examination is rejected, the
examination fee, including late fee, if any paid by him less Rs.10/- or the amount as decided by
the Chairman from time to time will be refunded to him provided that in the case of candidates
whose applications have been rejected on account of the candidate’s producing a false
certificate or making a false statement in the application, the full amount of fee shall be
forfeited.
(iv)

Private candidates shall not be allowed to offer for their examination, a subject (even if

the subject is recognised for the examination) which is not being taught in an affiliated School.
(v)

Private candidates shall not be allowed to offer such subjects for the examination which

involve practical work except in the case of candidates who had failed earlier and who had put
in a regular course of study at an institution affiliated to the Board in the previous academic
year. However notwithstanding this condition, female candidates may offer Home Science with
practical.

(vi)

Those regular candidates who have failed to obtain promotion to class XII of the school

affiliated to the Board or any other recognised Board shall not be admitted to the Senior School
Certificate Examination of the Board as private candidates.
(vii)

Every year, in the beginning of the session, the Heads of Schools shall send to the

Regional Officer concerned, a list of female and handicapped students who have been detained
in class XI containing student’s name, date of birth, the name of his father or guardian and the
place of residence.

